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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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With this DLC you are getting 1 extra mission, 1 non canon character from VC 1 and 1 weapon (which is outclassed after third
story mission). Its a fun little addition and it only add value to other DLCs since you get this one for free when you buy at least
one DLC for the main game.. One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7 member. If this was Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops
it would have been amazing.. It's good that they are giving this away instead of selling it. Not worth any money, but a good
mission for free.. EEEEEEEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY <3

WWWRRRRRRRRRYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

Sorry. Got too excited.

EDIT: Alright, I've finally calmed down.

Basically, this DLC contains no story or what-so-ever. Just Edy. And a weapon. And a decal. (After clearing a mission with not
much context.) I was hoping there is more to it, like in the previous VC games where Edy has somewhat interesting DLC
missions.

While I do appreciate seeing Edy again... I WANT MORE EDY!!! WHERE IS THE STORY. WHERE IS MI ANIMUUU---!!!
W-WH- *incoherent screaming*

I guess I'll forgive them for now for filling one whole page of the journal with a portrait of Edy.

But I'm watching you. You hear me. I'M WATCHING YOU.. It's good that they are giving this away instead of selling it. Not
worth any money, but a good mission for free.. With this DLC you are getting 1 extra mission, 1 non canon character from VC
1 and 1 weapon (which is outclassed after third story mission). Its a fun little addition and it only add value to other DLCs since
you get this one for free when you buy at least one DLC for the main game.. One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7
member. If this was Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops it would have been amazing.. One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7
member. If this was Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops it would have been amazing.. One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7
member. If this was Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops it would have been amazing.
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